
Mobile Branch offers great security
to its users, protecting their data
and financial information. It is used
for financial reporting and allows
the printing of support if necessary.

Use the locator of the mobile
device to obtain the
georeferencing of the transactions
and queries made.

It has off-line functionality, so it can
provide a timely, agile and secure
service and optimize operations
processes.With our non-bank

mobile
correspondent,
associates or clients
can carry out
operations, giving
mobility to the
agencies and
offering services
abroad through
mobile devices.

At Shareppy International we
provide solutions for the financial
sector.

We work so that the corporate
and banking sectors can meet the
needs of their customers, through
tools such as Mobile Branch.

Mobil
Branch

Developed by

The application sends information
to the banking Core to carry out
transactions in a secure and agile
way, from the mobile device.
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You can find
us on

Optimizes the collection
process and reduces the
number of people in the
branches.

Increase your presence in
the region without the need
for additional physical
infrastructure.

Characteristics

Mobile Branch allows the user to
check balances, make withdrawals,
deposits, transfers and make
transactions online.

The tool also generates a list of
transactions so that the user has
control and a record of his
operations.

Another option offered is the
printing of payment and transaction
receipts, in case the user needs this
information in physical format.

Benefits and results

It provides mobility to
financial institutions, so that
they can offer their products
to their users in the palm of
their hands.

Mobile Branch enables real-
time operations to be carried
out in a secure, optimal and
agile manner.

It reduces paper
consumption, as the
necessary information and
movement history can be
viewed digitally on the
user's mobile device.
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https://youtu.be/9NVlOwl3fp4
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shareppy-internacional/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100042166496599
https://shareppyinternacional.com/
https://twitter.com/Shareppy_Int?t=Npu4LEfMIAkUXa2kIfQhXg&s=09
http://wa.link/tuljlv
mailto:proyectos.comercial@shareppy.com

